The TAC-100 Underwater Navigation Board is the original navigation platform used by professional divers around the world. The TAC-100 integrates an underwater compass onto a rugged and lightweight high impact plastic console with easy-to-grip handles. The underwater compass utilizes a black compass card with luminous markings to indicate heading. Internal lubber-lines keep the diver on course. A built-in adjustable chem-light holder on the console illuminates the compass for night operations.

The TAC-100 can be supplied with analog instrumentation, in feet or meters, or go digital using the DG100 depth gauge and timer.

**Ordering Part Numbers**

- **TAC-100AI** Complete Navigation Board with Analog Imperial Depth Gauge (0-80ft) & Diver Chronometer
- **TAC-100AM** Complete Navigation Board with Analog Metric Depth Gauge (0-25m) and Dive Chronometer
- **TAC-100D** Complete Navigation Board with Digital Depth Gauge & Timer
- **TAC100-1/2** Navigation Board with Underwater Compass
- **TAC100-1/2/4** Navigation Board with Underwater Compass and Carrying Bag
- **TAC100-1** Bare Navigation Board
- **TAC100-2** Underwater Compass
- **TAC100-4** Carrying Bag

Specifications are subject to change without notice.